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IR Thermography 

Figure 3: Above: The 

surface temperature 

response of an ideal 

material to a heat 

flux. Below: The 

presence of surface 

layers affects the 

derived heat fluxes 

[3] 

An ELM is an eruption of particles and heat from the edge 

of a fusion plasma [1]. They occur when the pressure at 

the edge becomes too great for the magnetic 

confinement, such that heat and particles must be 

released to maintain stability [1]. ELM dynamics, such as 

time evolution, spatial structure and heat loads, were 

studied to better understand the heat fluxes delivered to 

the diverter during these violent events. These issues will 

become increasingly important as we move to larger 

devices, such as ITER [2]. 

Time evolution of ELM heat 

fluxes 

Figure 4: The evolution of the ELM cycle in Dα and IR through 

stacking 

Figure 1: Left: A MAST plasma demonstrating ELM filaments. 

Picture credit: CCFE. 

Right: A diagram demonstrating the crash and rise of the pressure 

during the ELM cycle. 

• Spatial structure within the heat flux profiles is 

expected  due to filaments hitting the divertor during 

ELMs. 

 

• Filaments are ejected from the plasma at random 

toroidal locations. 

 

• These filaments then propagate and deposit their 

energy on the divertor plate at random radii[4] (see 

Fig. 5). 
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Figure 7: Comparing a sample heat flux profile with the hotspots 

removed (+) and in place (●). Removing the hotspots does not 

remove the outer lobes. 
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Figure 8: Comparing an ELM heat flux profile with its preceding 

inter-ELM profiles. Note that the lobes do not appear in the inter-

ELM case. 

• To remove the filamentary structure, several IR frames 

which lie close to each other in time throughout the 

ELM cycle were binned and averaged together (see 

Fig. 6). 

• IR cameras are used to measure photon flux from the 

divertor surface, which are calibrated ex-vessel to allow 

conversion to surface temperature 
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• We expect the surface temperature of the divertor to 

rise like the solution to the heat equation [4]: 

 

• THEODOR [5] is used to solve the inverse heat flux 

problem in 2D to derive a heat flux from the surface 

temperature of the plate. (Heat flux assumed toroidally 

symmetric). A sample evolution of the heat flux during an 

ELM on MAST is shown in figure 4 (lower left), along with 

the midplane Dα spike (upper left). 

 

• ‘Surface effects’ arise from dust on the tile surface, or a 

deposited layer from the plasma, which are in poor thermal 

contact with the bulk layer. 

 

 

∆𝑇 ∝ 𝑞 ∆𝑡 

Figure 3: The surface temperature response of an ideal material to 

an impinging heat flux. [2,3] 

Infrared camera data was used to understand the 

evolution of the heat flux during an ELM in time. 

 

• To investigate how the ELM heat flux changes during 

the ELM rise, a measure of progression through the ELM 

rise needs to be calculated for each frame. 

 

• This was performed by calculating the time of the peak 

in the IR measurements relative to the midplane Dα spike. 

This is demonstrated in figure 4. 

• As the heat flux profiles are taken at a single toroidal 

location, the filamentary structure will be randomly 

distributed radially, depending on where it was ejected 

toroidally (see figure 5). 

 

• Because each ELM filament is ejected at a random 

toroidal location, this filamentary structure was removed 

by box-carring frames together in 4 bins (highlighted in 

figure 5) to obtain an ‘average’ (structure-removed) heat 

flux profile for 4 time periods over the ELM rise. 

Evolution of spatial structure 

Figure 5: Left: The propagation of filaments ejected from the 

plasma across the divertor tile. [4] 

 

Right: The filaments producing lobes at random toroidal locations 

within a heat flux profiles. 

Figure 6: A binned, averaged 

heat flux profile of frames 

occurring between 0 and 50μs 

after the ELM peak. Data from 

the MW camera on the outer 

strike point of the lower 

divertor on MAST 

• While some structure is removed by the averaging, 

lobes clearly still exists within these profiles. 

ELM Heat Loads 

• The peaks found in the averaged profiles were thought 

to be caused by three possibilities: 

• Surface effects, such as changing surface layers, dust 

or tile irregularities (‘Hotspots’) 

• Error Field Splitting 

• Tile gaps 

 

• Tile gaps were largely ruled out due to the position of 

the lobes on divertor tiles. 

 

• Hotspots on the divertor tile were masked out to 

investigate their effect on the lobes in the averaged 

profiles (see Fig. 7). 

 

• Splitting of the strike point can be generated by an 

error field 

 

• Error fields are intrinsic radial magnetic fields of a 

machine caused by the misalignment of coils. [5] 

 

• We expect static lobes in the heat flux profiles caused 

by the error field due to their interaction with the plasma 

magnetic flux surfaces [5]. 

 

• This is consistent  with observation (see Fig. 8). 

 

• We also see no lobes within the inter-ELM heat flux 

profiles, which is consistent with the error field splitting 

theory (see Fig. 8). 

 

• This is due to a spatial variation in heat fall off lengths 

between ELM and inter-ELM heat loads [6] 

Conclusions and Further 

Work 
• The time evolution of ELM heat fluxes was studied in 

MAST using IR thermography 

• By box-carring the data, filamentary structure was 

removed from the heat flux profiles 

• This suggests that the structure due to filaments 

lies in a random pattern on the divertor 

• Four time bins were compiled, showing an 

‘average’ ELM heat flux profile evolve throughout the 

rise time of the ELM. 

 

• Power asymmetries are being investigated in LSN 

discharges on MAST 

• IR camera coverage of strike points on MAST 

facilitates detailed power balance studies 

• Once the database of MAST ELMs has been 

benchmarked, a study in the power asymmetry in 

LSN plasmas will be performed. 

Med. Wave Long Wave 

λ 4.5-5μm 7.6-9μm 

Max. 
Frame 
Rate 

~4kHz @ 
320x8 

~7 kHz @ 
256x8  

ISP 
Res’n 

5mm/px 7mm/px 

OSP 
Res’n 

2-3 mm/px 2-3 mm/px 

• THEODOR [1] is used to 

solve the inverse heat flux 

problem in 2D to derive a heat 

flux from the surface 

temperature of the plate. (Heat 

flux assumed toroidally 

symmetric). 

 

• ‘Surface effects’ arise from 

dust on the tile surface, or a 

deposited layer from the 

plasma, which are in poor 

thermal contact with the bulk 

layer. 

 

• The layers heat up and cool 

down much more quickly than 

bulk tile, throwing off the heat 

flux calculation (Fig. 3, lower) 

 

 

• The layers heat up and cool down much more quickly 

than bulk tile, throwing off the heat flux calculation (Fig. 3, 

lower right) 

 

• These effects are taken into account in THEODOR with 

a tuneable ‘α parameter’, which can be set to prevent 

negative heat fluxes from being returned. [3,5] 

 

• The α value can be calculated by matching the energy 

received at the target plates with the energy in the ELM [3] 

Left: Table 1: The IR cameras on MAST . Right: Figure 2: The viewing 

angles of the two cameras on the divertors [3] 

Figure 5: Left: Field-line tracing from various radii at the midplane to 

the divertor, demonstrating the spiral footprint of each filament. 

Right: Projection of the divertor spiral pattern due to multiple ELMs. 

A toroidal cross-section, such as that recorded by IR cameras (blue 

line) will include contributions from many filaments. [6] 

• This method was applied to the ELMs in two DND 

MAST plasmas, demonstrating how the box-carring 

reduces the filamentary structure: 

Figure 6: Grey shows the individual ELM heat flux profiles, the red 

lines show the bin average, with reduced filamentary structure. [7] 

• The coverage of all strike points by the IR cameras in 

MAST (see fig. 2) allows us to investigate where the 

power ejected during an ELM is deposited within the 

machine 

 

• This was performed by generating a database of ELMs 

in MAST plasmas. So far, this has focussed on the lower 

single null configuration 

 

• ELMs were detected from their spikes in the midplane 

Dα 

 

• For each ELM, parameters such as frequency and 

peak heat flux were calculated from the raw data 

Figure 7: A measure of the ‘size’ of an ELM against its calculated 

frequency. This figure shows the expected reciprocal trend between 

ELM size and frequency in LSN MAST plasmas with LWIR. [8] 

• Because the energy lost multiplied by the ELM 

frequency (∆𝑊𝐸𝐿𝑀  ∙  𝑓𝐸𝐿𝑀) is expected to remain constant 

[1], a drop in the measured heat flux (which is 

proportional to the ∆𝑊𝐸𝐿𝑀 at a constant wetted area), the 

ELM frequency is expected to proportionally rise. 

 

• Figure 7 demonstrates this reciprocal trend of ELM 

size to frequency 

MWIR 

LWIR 

An ELM is an eruption of particles and energy from the 

edge of a fusion plasma, which carries a significant power 

load from the fusion plasma to the divertor target plate. 

We want to study ELM dynamics to better understand the 

heat fluxes delivered to the diverter during these violent 

events. These issues will become increasingly important 

as we move to larger devices, such as ITER. 

 

This poster presents an investigation into ELM heat loads 

on MAST, looking at the time evolution of the heat flux 

during an ELM rise, and  

 

As we move to larger devices such as ITER, the issue of 

divertor heat loads during ELMs will become much more 

severe. This investigation aimed to improve our 

knowledge of ELM heat loads by investigating the time 

evolution and asymmetry of the power loadings on the 

divertor plates of ELMs in M7 MAST discharges. 

Spatial structure in MAST 

ELM heat flux profiles 
• Filamentary structure in the heat flux profiles arises as 

the connection length of the field lines change as the 

filaments advect radially, tracing a spiral pattern on the 

divertor 

 

• To remove filamentary structure which is randomly 

distributed within each ELM heat flux profile, the frames 

were box-carred together in 4 bins to obtain an ‘average’ 

heat flux profile for 4 time periods of the ELM cycle 

 

• The filamentary structure in the heat flux profiles arises 

from the changing connection length of the field lines as 

filaments advect radially: 

• This method was applied to the ELMs in two DND 

MAST shots, demonstrating how the box-carring reduces 

the filamentary structure, see figure 6. 

• The α value can be calculated by matching the energy 

received at the target plates with the energy in the ELM [3] 

 

Figure 3: The evolution of the heat flux of an ELM in time, as 

measured by midplane Dα (left, above) and IR thermography 

(left, below). The surface temperature response of an ideal 

material to a heat flux (right, above). The presence of surface 

layers affects the derived heat fluxes (right, below) [4] 

 

 

This poster presents an investigation into ELM heat loads 

on MAST, looking at the evolution of the heat flux during 

an ELM rise, and trends in the behaviour of many ELMs 

during a campaign. 

• The layers heat up and cool 

down much more quickly than 

bulk tile, throwing off the heat 

flux calculation (Fig. 3, lower) 

 

Infrared camera data was used to understand the 

evolution of the heat flux during an ELM in time. 

 

• The rise time of an ELM is ~200μs, comparable to the 

frame rates of the IR cameras (see table 1). Several 

frames are therefore recorded during each ELM, but only 

a single frame will be taken during the ELM rise. 

 

• The progression of each IR frame was quantified by 

the time difference between the midplane Dα spike (50μs 

resolution) and the frame time: 
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